UNIT PLACEMENT DETAILS

6"H x 18"W CRUSHED
ROCK OR BOTTOM
ASH LEVELING PAD

COMPACTED SOIL,
ROCK OR BOTTOM
ASH BEHIND UNITS

ABUTMENT DETAILS
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System Installation Guidelines

Specifications and viewable details may be downloaded from our website.
Please feel free to contact us or visit our website @ www.herculesmfg.com

HORSESHOE PERF PIPE DETAILS

Creators and distributors of unique structural wall and slope solutions for over 15 years.

Manufactured by or under license from Saint Louis Retaining Wall Company
3916 Geraldine Ave. St. Louis, MO 63115 • 314-389-9255

WALLS REQUIRING A PERMIT:

UP TO 8' HEIGHT

Owners should check with the public works department of the county or municipality the proposed
wall resides in to determine the need for a permit as well as requirements for a permit. A Hercules
“masterplan” is available for use in obtaining a permit in St. Louis County.

WALLS NOT REQUIRING A PERMIT:

Walls too short for a permit need no further explanation. Walls in locations simply not requiring permits
should be examined carefully to ensure maximum wall performance.

CONSULT WITH AN ENGINEER

We recommend that the owner consult with an engineer on any wall over five feet tall. Walls
can be big investments and should be treated like one. Close attention must be paid to the slope below
and above the wall, drainage, soil conditions and any structure at or near the top of the wall. Careful
examination of these conditions will determine how the wall should be constructed and will affect how
long it will last.

FACE OF ECOWORKS

For EcoWorks wall design assistance call Ed Austin with Aspen Consultants at 636-349-2225 or
John Shively with Shively Geotechnical at 618-398-1414.

GENERAL RULES
1. Always bury one (1) complete course of modules for each five (5) feet of wall height and more if the
grade at the base of the wall slopes downward significantly or if there is a considerable slope remaining
above the wall. (see photo 1&2) (Geogrid reinforced walls may not require more than two courses buried,
regardless of height.)
2. To increase structural stability of your wall, you can easily change the setback or “batter” of the wall by
sliding the units farther back on the side rails of the units below. For example, a wall constructed with a
60 degree setback is stronger than one with a 70 degree setback. A 70 degree wall occurs when the units
above are pulled forward just behind the faces of the units below them.
3. It is always wise to use geogrid or use greater setback when a sizeable structure will be resting near
the top of the wall. When retaining an elevated drive or parking lot, the type of vehicles likely to be near
the top of the wall should be considered.

GEOGRID INSTALLATION DETAILS

EXAMPLE: A 5-foot land based wall would normally be constructed using the HERCULES EcoWorks
with one (1) course below grade and a 70 degree setback. When used to hold up a loading dock or areas
used by semi-tractors and trailers, the HERCULES EcoWorks should be used with geogrid still at 70
degrees with one (1) course buried. If poor soil conditions exist, then burying additional courses and/or a
greater setback would be appropriate.
4. Retaining walls are used for erosion control and allow for leveling of the terrain above or below the
wall. Surface water run-off above any retaining wall is an important factor to consider. A 3-foot retaining
wall with a 10-foot slope above it can turn into a speed ramp for run-off water, causing serious erosion
that may damage the retaining wall below. Whenever possible, a drainage swale should be constructed
just behind the top course of units, running parallel to the wall, to move run-off water out from behind
any wall. This will prevent unnecessary erosion and damage. Remember, if you do not choose an easy
course for water to run, it will choose the path of least resistance on its own and you will probably not like
its choice.
5. Every attempt should be made to establish vegetation quickly on disturbed areas above a new wall.
Walls with a slope above should be seeded immediately and covered with an erosion blanket or should be
sodded. We prefer sod but recognize that seed and blankets are slightly less expensive.
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ABUT GEOGRID AT FACE
OF ECOWORKS WALL
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4' MAXIMUM HEIGHT

6. Complete compaction in the wall face (if soil is used) and of all disturbed soil/rock is critical to longterm performance as is the inclusion of drainpipe at the bottom of every wall!
Contact your dealer for assistance or call us at Saint Louis Retaining Wall Company, LLC at
314-389-9255. We’ll be glad to help you build a GREAT WALL!!
We can also refer qualified engineers to produce custom plans for walls that fall outside the
scope of the masterplan.

FACE OF ECOWORKS

WALL CONSTRUCTION
Wall Layouts:

5' MAXIMUM HEIGHT

Once the desired location of the wall is determined and all site specifics considered, attention should be
given to setback and any radii necessary so the correct location of the base course can be defined. Setback
must be planned ahead so the distance from the face of the base course to the face of the top course can
be determined. Take the height of the wall (in inches) including the base units, divide by 6" for EcoWorks
modules to get the number of courses needed. Multiply the number of courses by the setback distance of
each course (70 degrees = 2 1/8 inches) to determine the distance necessary to lay the wall back from toe
(bottom) to top. Don’t forget to add the length of the unit you are using to make sure you have clearance
on top of the wall with any obstacle you need to clear. The distance needed from bottom to top will help
you determine where to start your base course so the wall fits where you’re building it. Radii or curves
must be considered in order to properly space the units in the base course so you will have room to place
units on top. Modules in convex (outside) curves should be placed farther apart in the base (maximum
of 12") since the units get closer together as each course is added. As the units get closer, a block can be
removed from the radius. When a block is removed the course will need to be re-spaced as if it were a
base course. Modules in concave (inside) curves should be placed closer together (touching together is
maximum) in the base since they get farther apart as you go up. As the units get farther apart a block
can be added to the radius. As before, the blocks will need to be re-spaced. Only tall walls with tight
radii will require the addition or removal of modules. Most walls have only slight curves and only require
minor spacing changes from the standard 8 inches.

The Trench:

A trench must be dug to accommodate the base course of the wall. The trench should be 6" wider than
the width of the unit being installed. The trench must be deep enough to accommodate the number of
courses to be buried below grade plus a minimum of 4" of compacted crushed limestone or bottom ash in
the bottom for a leveling base. (For engineered walls follow plan details.) (see photo 5)
EXAMPLE: 5 feet exposed wall height/HERCULES EcoWorks units/standard conditions:
FACE OF ECOWORKS

Trench Width: 18" (12" length of unit + 6" for ease in construction)
Trench Depth: 10" (6" stacking height + 4" crushed limestone or bottom ash)

Base Course:

Base course units must be placed level “front-to-back,” “side-to-side” and spaced 8" apart for a straight
run wall. Curves will require different spacing per radius needs (see photo 1&2). Please call your dealer
for assistance. The use of a string line will be very helpful to ensure a straight, good-looking wall and will
ensure proper placement of your wall when placement is crucial to the project. All Hercules and Neptune
walls are spaced 8" apart. The modules are tapered with the bottom being wider than the top; so all
measurements are to be taken from the bottom edge of the module.
ALWAYS start your wall at the lowest elevation point in the wall run. It is much easier to step up than
to step down!! When the base grade changes 6", you can step up and still remain at the required depth
with your trench.
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Wall building:

Be advised that the labor intensity of building any retaining wall is in the site preparation and base
course construction. Don’t rush through the preparation of your site or the placement of your base
course. If you don’t start it right, it will become more difficult to correct down the line as you gain
height. Once your base course is finished, completely backfill behind, between and inside each unit with
EcoWorks blended media. Simply tear open the bag and pour contents into the trough of each module.
One bag of blended media will fill approximately two EcoWorks modules. When backfilling with soil, step
down on the infill and backfill to obtain good compaction in and between each unit. Use a hand tamper or
vibratory compaction equipment to completely compact all backfill from the modules rearward (see photo
3). Next, make sure the tops of each unit’s side rails are cleaned off so the next course of units will sit
flush on the concrete rails. It is important to maintain concrete-to-concrete contact (see photo 6).
You are now ready to put your next course of modules on. Our walls are built one (1) course at a time!
(photo 1)

(photo 2)

(photo 3)

(photo 4)

(photo 5)

(photo 6)

Position each course on top of the preceding one by placing units on top between the two units below.
(It should evenly straddle the two bottom units) (see photo 6). Completely backfill each course before
continuing onto the next course. If a unit becomes tilted to one side or the other and doesn’t sit level on
top, remove that unit and place suitable layers of thin shim material (such as roof shingles) on the side
rails of the units below so the unit on top will sit down more evenly. Our wall systems are completely
forgiving if they become uneven and are easily corrected without having to go backwards. Correct and
continue on with your wall.
Even if you don’t get every unit perfectly level after the base course, don’t worry! Flaws in planted or
vegetated walls will never be seen, even by the trained eye or by your neighbors. The plants will hide
any irregularities and the structural stability and integrity of your wall won’t be compromised. Step back
and look at a planted or unplanted wall and most variations will be undetectable. Once your base course
is done, you only have to stack, backfill and compact one course at a time until you reach the top course.
Backfill the top units to the peak of the face, not just to the top of the side rail. This will give you an
even, smooth finished grade on top.
Note: A properly finished Hercules wall should only show module faces and no more.
Whenever possible roll in the ends of the wall so the sides of the modules are covered by
sloping ground. See included cross-section.

Walls with greater set back:

A wall inclination of 70 degrees is constructed by pulling the units above, up to the backs of the faces of
the units below (2 1/8 inches of batter). If you are building a wall with a greater setback and therefore
each course is slid back on the rails of the units below, simply use a piece of wood with the desired width
to obtain the setback angle you want. Lay it across the units below, just behind their faces and pull
the successive units up to the piece of wood.
Remove the spacer and move down the line. A
piece of wood long enough to span several unit
at a time will lessen your installation time
and assure a consistent, great looking wall.

CONNECTION DETAIL

Walls with reinforcement:

The use of our modules with geogrid or woven
geosynthetic reinforcement is very simple
and doesn’t alter the guidelines previously
set forth. Simply sandwich the reinforcing
material between the units and backfill as
required by the engineered drawings and
in accordance with the guidelines of the
manufacturer of the reinforcing material to be
used. Ask your dealer or call us for additional
information and guidelines.
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Bring your EcoWorks wall to life:

2.
1.
Your dealer should stock all three plant
varieties we have matched with the
EcoWorks System. We recommend a
durable, sun and shade plant such as
Kamtchaticum for the primary plant (1).
For the top cap (2), Turnatum in shady areas and Wienstophener Gold for areas with full sun. Because
they are all part of the Sedum family, water and feeding requirements are the same. They come in
flats of 36 plants each and are sized perfectly to grow in and cover your new wall in about 12 months.
Walls should be planted from the top course first, moving down the wall one course at a time. Create
a depression in the center of the exposed pocket and insert a minimum of one plant per pocket. Make
sure plug is covered completely and the top growth is clean and uncovered. The plant position should be
exposed to the sun and approximately 2 inches behind the face of the module. Once complete, a pinch
of time release fertilizer such as Ozmocote in each pocket will ensure fast plant growth. Finally, plants
should be lightly watered once installed and again during peak, hot dry periods the first season.
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